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Governing is not the same as commanding. It is not sufficient to give orders
from above, because the success of any action is linked to the level of personal
involvement of the person carrying it out. Hence the importance of giving justi-
fication to an action. But we know this is not enough. Or rather, justification is
only effective if it is based on identifiable activities and objective facts. This is
easy to say, but increasingly difficult to understand. For the Moderns, however it
was �and perhaps still is) quite clear. According to them it was sufficient to make
sure that our information fulfilled certain conditions: among other things, it
was crucial that it be obtained by means of specialized machines, which would
avoid, as far as possible, the subjectivity and disarray of our senses. It was nec-
essary to convert the greater or lesser intensity with which we detect phenome-
na into numbers and calculations.
Instruments, then, had a decisive function: by acting as mediators between
the body and the world they not only converted the syntax of words into an al-
gebra of numbers, but they moulded our surroundings according to whatever
could be quantified. The sky was no longer the realm of the gods and other mys-
teries, but became the space of the stars and meteors, where atmosphere turned
1 El artículo parte del proyecto I+D+I: «Redes, escalas y visualización de objetos científicos en
la Europa Moderna, ss. XVII-XIX», financiado por el Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación. Ref:
HAR2008-05042.
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into air: a compound which could be defined in chemical, optical and climato-
logical terms and which, as a result, could be treated as an experimental object,
whether to study combustion or to correct the observations of refraction. Land,
too, could now be contained within this new classification, which contained a
special type of object: maps of geodetic precision, tables of demographic statis-
tics, or biogeographical charts of the distribution of vegetable resources. Taken
all together, these objects to which we refer reconfigure the world in a double
sense: on one hand, they divide it into quantifiable experimental objects and, on
the other, they convert it into a subject which can be represented and adminis-
tered. Facts (entities newly born from the interaction between us and our ma-
chines) become confused with nature. Thus they become a profoundly political
business, because since their arrival on the stage of public life, it would be very
important who possessed the instruments and was able to manipulate them be-
tween the two idioms, from academic to public, between the old and the new2.
In the Enlightenment the truth was no longer a metaphysical entity, but be-
came, according to Lorraine Daston, a social and material practice which as-
pired to be what Rorty described as a thing whose only obligation was to offer
«...the most useful description for our purposes» (Baker � Raill, 2001, p. 27). If
Rorty and Daston were right, the idea that science is a subject of experts, even
away from their environment, is an insensitive oversimplification of the impact
which the public and the salons acquired during the eighteenth century; remember
that innumerable historians see Enlightenment culture as the manifestation of a
great public conversation. On the other hand, scientific instruments do not operate
like fishing nets, but as in archery they demand great physical discipline from their
practitioners, and from the institutions a host of conventions about where to place
the target and how to measure the distance between the arrow and the bullseye.
Not only did the world of science expand from the monastery to the city, but
it also had to achieve a practically planetary scale. The 1791 edition of the Dic­
cionario de Autoridades includes a definition of the Spanish word estado
(«state») as the «summary in general terms resulting from detailed relations
which are normally set down on paper». And although earlier editions con-
nected the term with the idea of measurement, none of them was able to show
2 This was the principal argument of Bruno Latour’s (1993) well-knownWe have never been
modern, a text which classifies as miraculous (and unjustified) the sudden irruption of facts into our
culture, newly-minted entities used as a test-bed for discrepancies, and the foundation of political
coexistence. Indeed, conceding the status of a fact to something is (was) far from trivial, and
could have very serious public repercussions. Hence some historians have taken great care to
analyse the lives of those who best personify our ideals of wisdom and thoroughness, in order to
discover how they were able to endow their ideas with so much authority. And, of course, the stud-
ies that Mario Biagoli, Steven Shapin, Simon Schaffer or Peter Galison have made of the historio-
graphic legends represented by Galileo, Boyle, Newton and Einstein, leave no room for doubt; and,
in our opinion, they have shown that it is useless to try to differentiate between experimental con-
ventions, institutional rhetoric and cultural practices. See Biagioli (1994), Shapin � Schaffer
(1985), Shaffer (1989), Galison (2003).
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with such clarity the link between papers, charts, thoroughness and bureaucracy.
It seems clear that from then onwards the emergence of the state implied detailed
quantification and, in consequence, floods of grey literature, hosts of pen-push-
ers and algebraists, as well as a hierarchical structure calling for increasing lev-
els of abstraction (or summaries) as descriptions rose up the pyramid of com-
mand3. Because, in short, the state of a thing was always the same as the
situation it was in. And since the times of Galileo the state of a moving object, of
a changing entity, has been defined by the value which we assign to the para-
meters measuring its evolution in time. Hence, and this is a novelty which the
Enlightenment brought about, the state is less and less like a painting and more
and more like a set of tables.
All of the eighteenth century economists were aware of this, because they
were all taught to think about the wealth of the kingdom in terms of a balance of
payments. To govern is to quantify, but also to set standards. This idea was
rarely expressed more forcefully than by Miguel Antonio de la Gándara, author
of the influential Apuntes sobre el bien y el mal de España (1759) [Notes on the
good and ill of Spain], who recommended the final solution for the ills of his
country or, rather, of the Spanish Crown, which should be based on «one cur-
rency, one law, one system of weights, one of measures, one language and one
religion». In other words, there needed to be one mega-office of standards (or, as
we would say nowadays, for planning). And so it was important do away with
individual quirks, to set up an approval authority, to prepare patterns and an ed-
ucational system in order to impose them. In short, what Gándara had in mind
was the bureaucratic utopia of the state.
What we are going to do is to explore how science became a toolbox for the
rationalisation of the monarchy: that is, of the government of the people and of
its territories4. Such a statement would hardly be very original if it meant only
that science was used for political purposes. Our thesis here is that scientific ob-
jects were transformed into the very stuff which was to be governed: a tendency
driven by the new ways of producing, validating and managing the information
needed for government issues, and which Foucault called gouvermentalité� It
would be a mistake to imagine that these processes obeyed any preconceived
plan proceeding from an office or laboratory. Everything was more fortuitous,
even though any state of affairs might lead to a conjunction, and produce the
conviction that the cult of conventions and their paraphernalia was what united
surgeons, botanists, engineers, astronomers and geographers. Moreover, the
3 As Theodore Porter points out, the problem of quantitative objectivity is to generate reliable
public knowledge, in clear contrast to the privacy of the experiment. The need for it stems less from
scientific necessity than from political requirements (Porter, 1995, pp. 229-230).
4 We have made a first approach to the process of territorial rationalisation and its links to
botany in Lafuente � Valverde (2004), pp. 134-147. Recently we have also expanded our reflection
on the political meaning of the different kind of information shown (and hidden) on imperial
maps in Valverde � Lafuente (2009), pp. 198-215.
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certainty of this fact expanded within the political arena of the court, going so far
as to make the tasks of governance and management practically indistinguish-
able: a shift with wide-ranging effects, since for a manager problems are in-
tractable until they are turned into defined, measurable and classified objects.
Choosing the best possible alternative was to select the best informed choice, and
this tended to coincide with the one most refined by instruments and figures. So
the Enlightenment engendered a new relationship of closeness between the men
of learning �technical) and the people in power �bureaucratic). Because if anyone
knew about numbers and tables it was those people who put the heavens in al-
manacs, the Empire on a map, plants in a system and wealth on a graph. Nobody
like the scientists had dreamt so much of disciplines, instruments and formulas.
Nor had anybody shown such an overwhelming passion for translating all prob-
lems into symptoms, signs and numbers. And so it was that the state became a
scientific question, and science became a matter of state. And now we can look
at some details.
1� THE FABRICATION OF THE VALUES OF STANDARDIZATION
Let us pause to analyze the changing values implied by the introduction of
scientific artefacts. During the eighteenth century their importance grew contin-
ually: at first they were no more than an occasional passing literary reference, but
then they came to support the conviction that nothing better defined scientific ac-
tivity than the detailed knowledge of instrumentation and its effects �Valverde,
2007). And it is a fact that practical experiments – that is, observation by instru-
ments – were the principal means of establishing connections between social val-
ues and cognitive values. Every time that anybody picked up a magnifying glass,
a watch or a thermometer he was not only experimenting with nature but also
with culture, for it was during the Enlightenment that the shift took place from ac-
curate knowledge to precise knowledge, which is now considered modern.
Spain, like other countries, took part in the process of interchange of knowl-
edge on a European scale. As a result it had to have at its disposal the necessary
instruments to participate in any international campaign of correspondent ob-
servations. For we already know what happens in science: the laws of Newton,
for example, are valid everywhere �they are universal) so long as we have the
necessary scientific equipment wherever we wish to check them. So any country
who wished to get involved in the undertaking of knowledge had to begin by ac-
quiring instruments to gather data. Then it would have to expand scientific
training or, in other words, experimental teaching; for, of course, science deals
with artificial facts produced in laboratories. And finally our hypothetical coun-
try would have to update its language5, that is, to favour a culture which was fa-
5 On the effort made to translate into Spanish, as well as the introduction of the paradigms and au-
thors characteristic of modern science in Spain, see Lafuente, Puig-Samper, et al. �1996), pp. 965-1028.
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miliar with the new scientific objects and the words which identified or mo-
bilised them. This was a task which, as well as schools, called for the involve-
ment of other agents of social change such as the press, private societies or
museums6.
In Spain these changes began with sufficient force from the time of the sec-
ond reign of Philip V, and the information at our disposal shows that the process
was very soon consolidated during the reign of Fernando VI7. It was about that
time that scientific instruments began to invade many areas in which they had
hitherto been unknown: among these, we may highlight the press, academies,
craftsmen’s workshops and, of course, private salons and cabinets8. In general
terms, we may say that the instrumentation which was acquired at that time was
for the use of geographers and astronomers and, as such, consisted of machines
of an apparently passive nature, in the sense that they merely registered positions
and properties (distances, variations and intensities) without interacting in any
way with nature. Consequently they were trusted, because they created a trans-
parent, unquestionable link between the object at which they were aimed (or
which they measured) and the figure obtained. A large part of their reliability de-
pended on the reputation of their creator. If the maker had a good reputation, the
instruments were seen as neutral, which meant that nobody could question
whether they could fail or provoke errors. Instruments appeared to possess their
own mysterious aura for, as the publicity produced by the craftsmen claimed, the
precision of calibration increased constantly, from the 15” in 1700 and 8” in
1725 to the admirable 1” or 2” attributed to John Bird’s quadrants fitted with mi-
crometers.
We do, however, know that many of these technical boasts did not have an
immediate scientific connection. Indeed, since there is always a great deal of dif-
ference between the theoretical possibilities of an instrument and the real prob-
ability that they can be achieved by an observer, the use of a high precision in-
strument was more a guarantee of its rhetorical relevance than of its experimental
6 On these subjects the two most complete monographs are probably L. Stewart (1992) and
Golinski (1992). For Spain, Lafuente � Pimentel (2002), pp. 111-155. See also Rousseau (1990),
pp. 147-224; Bensaude-Vincent (2000) ; Secord (2002), pp. 28-57; Cooter � Pumfrey (1994); pp.
237-267. And, concerning the American world, Sheet-Pyenson (1988).
7 See Lafuente � Peset (1982), pp. 193-209; Lafuente and Peset (1981), pp. 233-262; Lafuente
(1991), pp. 157-167; Lafuente (1992), pp. 91-118.
8 The historiography of Spain, unlike that of Britain or France, is hardly overflowing with in-
formation confirming this transition; but we do have indications that in Spain, Portugal and Naples
the experimental culture also had the support of public opinion. And the foundation of new insti-
tutions such as observatories, gardens and expeditions was surrounded by rhetoric entrusting the
success of the undertakings to the costly equipment acquired for them. This explains why more than
600.000 reales were invested in the instruments for the Observatory of the Colegio Imperial
(1750) and those which were destined for the Casa de la Geografía (1752). In any case, as well as
the reports of the institutions of the time, literature and the press, we can consult books such as
Moral (1998), or Lesen y Moreno (1863), which offer interesting facts about the movement of ob-
jects and information within the milieu of the Economic Society of Madrid.
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potential9. Since they were also rare, their use was not really necessary since, as
was said at the time, the «necessary degree of accuracy» did not require such
high levels of precision. In these cases, there was a clearly visible discrepancy
between precision as a myth and precision as a challenge or, in other words, be-
tween the rules for the production of knowledge and the practical likelihood of
fulfilling them. In the end, as we shall see, the obsession with reliable data
shifted towards the establishment of confirmed conventions, a change that re-
flected the growing political maturity of scientists; yet it in no way minimizes the
amazing reputation of the instrument as a symbol of technical progress.
The comprehension of the instrument itself frequently became the main
motive for its use, since nobody was absolutely clear what was being measured
or how accurate the figures obtained needed to be. We all know that a barometer
measures the relationship between height and pressure, so long as the scale is ac-
curately set at zero and the divisions on the tube are marked equidistantly. And
besides, the point was that it was not very clear at the time what pressure actually
was or, in other words, it was not known with what other variables �such as tem-
perature for example) the rise of the mercury was related10. So the correct use of
an instrument involved the theory of the phenomenon and the theory of the in-
strument, as well as the perfection of a series of craftsmen’s precision tech-
niques, the mastery of which called for considerable experience and specific
tools which had to be manufactured ad hoc� And finally, instruments are like
chains, for they both have the strength �or value) of their weakest link. So now it
is easy to understand why such importance should be assigned to instruments,
since their arrival on the scene not only reveals the development of sophisticat-
ed tools and precision technology, but is the best indication that great theoretical
breakthroughs and productive interdisciplinary connections are being made.
The purpose of systematic – for example, thermo-barometric or astronomical
– observations was to establish regularities. Anyone who ventured a theory cor-
relating two phenomena had, in the first place, to invent a machine to quantify
the relative variations and, second, to convince others to acquire the same device.
Then, after comparing the figures of different correspondent observers, he had to
find out whether the phenomenon was local �such as gravitational variations in
the presence of large mountainous masses), regional �such as the existence of mi-
cro-climates favouring a specific illness or a particular composition of tannins),
national �such as the more or less choleric or phlegmatic personality of Spaniards
compared to the English) or planetary �such as the relationship between the
phases of the Moon and the tides). And, of course, when one begins to discuss
data, inevitably the question arises as to whether they are comparable: in other
words, whether the instruments with which they have been collected are
matched. It is not merely a matter of collecting the same type of data, but the lo-
9 See Bennett �1989), pp. 105-114.
10 It was still believed in the middle of the eighteenth century that temperature did not affect
the barometer. See Middleton �1964), pp. 176-177.
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cations must be equivalent, the system of collection agreed, the codes in which to
express them standardised, and the instruments interchangeable. In short, our
point is clear: the use of instruments leads to standardisation, and calls for rules
which must be observed. An instrument contains a good deal of science and
technology, but it is the symbol of a wish for order and accuracy, the maximum
expression of a new moral economy (Daston, 1995, pp. 3-24). Instruments, after
all, provoke the existence of collaborative structures and organizations whose
aim is to regulate; for measuring equipment is useless unless there are certain
common areas of exchange, and unless such exchanges are made according to
some agreed standards.
Hence the Academies’ insistence on giving instructions on how to make
observations. But this objective of unifying activities and inscriptions presented
certain problems. At the beginning of the century experimental philosophers
were mindful of science’s commitment to reproducibility. Scientists produce
wonders, but they are not magicians. They are respectable, not only because they
have renounced secrecy and have adopted the public realm, but because every-
thing they do can be reproduced, and can be repeated by anyone who has the
same instruments. The key, then, lies in discipline and technology. That is, in the
wish for standardisation and in the capacity for cultural adaptation. As science
distanced itself from the cult of the exceptional, it became necessary to think of
the universal as constant, and to define the identity of an object as a function of
the regularity of its behaviour when subject to tests, irrespective of where they
were carried out. The notion of reproducibility came closer to that of validity11.
Instruments were bought for their usefulness. What we mean is that not
only were they shown to be useful in the processes of the territorial organisation
of the Empire, but that they also had great political and social prestige.
The ministers of Charles III’s court did not deny their economic useful-
ness, and neither shall we. In 1788 the organisation of the Malaspina Expedition
called for a political examination of the question of scientific rigour. The orga-
nizers behaved according to a simple formula: good policies demand the best
data and, therefore, the most precise instruments. That is, a new highway was
created linking accuracy with usefulness. The equation was solved as was right
and proper: by buying an exceptional collection of fine instruments. Jacinto de
Magallanes (1732-1790) was the agent charged by the Spanish Crown with
buying them in London. The inventory of what they took to America makes ex-
citing reading. Anyone familiar with the history of scientific instruments will ap-
prove the fact that the astronomical pendulum was by Graham, the two achro-
matic glasses were by Dollond, or that two quadrants came from Sisson’s
workshop and the other from Ramsden’s. And since Berthoud was unable to sup-
ply enough, three of John Arnold’s chronometers (61, 71 y 72) were included12.
11 See Licoppe (1996), pp. 117-124 ; Park (2000), pp. 77-89; Park � Daston (1998).
12 On these instruments, see Lafuente � Sellés (1988), pp. 330-333; Glick (1989), pp. 49-65;
Pimentel (1998).
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The requirement to produce precision was as much scientific as political,
since as L. Daston and T. Porter point out, the form in which the instruments are
used (that is, the rules, the tables and the specialist terminology we use to ex-
press results) also has its effect on observers13. Indeed, nobody could consider
himself an active member in a network of observations without accepting that he
must regularize his experiences, including rules on how to read other people’s
documentation and how to prepare his own reports. As we know, in science the
rules of style have to be observed. All members of the network require trans-
parency in the description of any movement obtained in the laboratory, for
without clarity there is no reproducibility and thus precision ceases to be a pub-
lic right. Without style, therefore, there is no morality. What is more, without in-
struments our civilization would be cast adrift.
Of course. Once it has been decided to involve instruments in our contro-
versies, endowing the figures they produce with precision, and more impor-
tantly, with permanence, unless changed by more data and other tools, we can
never renounce that drift towards civilization. And there is an exceptional case to
corroborate what we have been saying: the Franco-Spanish expedition to the
Viceroyalty of Peru.
2� THE SPIRAL OF SCIENCE
The dispute over the shape of the Earth was one of the most compelling sci-
entific controversies of the eighteenth century (Lafuente and Mazuecos, 1989)14.
And indeed, the involvement of several expeditionary groups from different
countries called for very important consensus on the units in which measure-
ments should be expressed, as well as to establish precise guidelines on how to
construct precision instruments. It is well-known that the arguments had caused
confrontations between the Royal Society and the Académie des Sciences, which
finally provoked important disagreements between the English and French sci-
entific communities15. And so it was that the dispute finally became very public,
and its solution somewhat urgent.
In order to bring the dispute to an end it would suffice to determine the val-
ue of one degree of meridian at two different latitudes, and to compare their mea-
surement. If they were both the same, the Earth would be spherical; if, on the
other hand, they were different it would be possible to discover which axis was
13 See Daston (1999), pp. 78-100; Porter (1995); Knorr-Cetina (1999).
14 There is an unpublished English version of this book in the CSIC’s repository: see
http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/15737; Lafuente and Delgado (1984)
15 This section is based on the following works: Lafuente and Peset (1984), pp. 235-254; La-
fuente (1995), pp. 125-140. The more nationalistic connotations of this controversy have been dealt
with in greater detail in the second chapter of Lafuente � Mazuecos (1989). There is an English
version of this chapter under the title of «London and Paris: two sciences of the Earth»; see
http://digital.csic.es/bitstream/10261/15737/4/Gentlemen_of_the_Fixed_Point_Chapter_2.pdf
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shorter, as well as its magnitude. From the cabinet it seemed quite simple: it was
said that it would be sufficient to organise two expeditions to two latitudes as far
away from each other as possible, in order to accentuate the expected difference
in the two measurements of the degree. And this, or so they thought, is what was
done: one expedition would go to Lapland under the direction of Maupertuis;
and the other to what is now Ecuador, then forming part of the viceroyalty of
Peru16.
The mission of the expedition to America consisted of two widely different
stages: the geodetic stage, then called geometric, consisted in triangulating a dis-
tance of some 400 kilometres along the inter-Andine corridor, taking advantage
of the peaks of the eastern and western mountain ranges to install their obser-
vation posts17. During this stage, which took place between 1736 and 1739,
they had to face two types of problem in order to assure themselves of the cor-
rectness of the final result: on the one hand, problems arising from the scientif-
ic equipment they used, especially the quadrant and the barometer; and on the
other, those arising from the host of extra verifications and complimentary ob-
servations whose objective was to purge the date of foreseeable errors and to re-
duce the sides of the triangulation to sea level.
The second phase dealt with the astronomical observations to determine the
angle of the triangulated arc. This operation took them almost four years, because
the astronomical instrument arrived broken in Quito after the gruelling climb on
the backs of mules. That being the case, the academics had to busy themselves in
the construction, calibration and installation of a great astronomical quadrant of
eighteen foot radius, which would replace the one they brought from Paris. By
and large, once these operations had been carried out, it was an observation pro-
gramme which in theory was easy to do. In fact, its practical execution had been
carried out rapidly and convincingly by the expedition to the North, those who
were working in Lapland. So why the delay, what happened in Peru?
Undoubtedly, when the expeditionaries learnt that the Lapland commission
had been completed in 1738, in only one year and giving conclusive results in
favour of the theory of polar flattening, it was a salutary lesson and stimulated
the design of an experiment which sought levels of precision hitherto unknown;
the American expeditionaries thought that if history was not going to remember
them for confirming Newton’s views in the controversy, it would have to reserve
them a space to commemorate the vast and meticulous programme of observa-
tions they were now ready to carry out .
16 It was headed by the Frenchman L. Godin assisted, among others, by Charles-Marie de la
Condamine, Pierre Bouguer, Joseph Jussieu, as well as the two Spanish Marine officers Jorge Juan
and Antonio de Ulloa, and the scholar from Quito, Pedro Vicente Maldonado. See Lafuente � Es-
trella (1985); Zúñiga (1977).
17 The distance, equivalent to more than 3º of latitude, was sufficient for the proposed purpose,
and measurements of the check base, obtained as required using two independent methods, con-
firmed that the error was almost negligible.
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In principle, their concern for the precision of their measurements was
praiseworthy. This attitude led them to carry out systematic programmes of re-
search of natural phenomena about which there existed absolutely no agreed the-
ory, nor sufficient accumulated experience. These were questions, rather mar-
ginal if you will, but on the frontier of scientific knowledge, and particularly of
physics or mechanics. Among them were subjects such as atmospheric and as-
tronomical refraction, local variations in gravity and, therefore, of the verticali-
ty of the plumb line in the presence of large mountainous masses, the baromet-
ric measurement of altitude, the expansion of materials, the construction of
instruments and the engraving of scales, etc.
The expedition members, in search of glory, were not prepared to spare
any effort; the circumstances which were so often on the point of ruining the
mission would oblige them to face difficulties unheard of for science of the time.
A simple mention of some of them will clearly demonstrate this; for example,
systematic astronomical observations had never before been made at an altitude
of over 3000 metres; and the length of the sides of the triangles, the difference in
height between the benchmarks and variations in temperature had hardly ever
been so great. Similarly, it was not normal to carry precision instruments –
practically of laboratory standard – across high mountain peaks and through long
and arduous treks, which caused serious maladjustments in the zenith sector or
the barometer18. The combination of all these factors cast a permanent shadow of
doubt on the quality of the measurements, since it was, besides, very difficult to
decide whether errors were attributable to deficiencies in the observer, to the
faulty construction of the instrument, or whether they were the effect of one of
the physical phenomena mentioned, which were little known at the time. In
addition, among the proliferation of partial experiments and conflicting fig-
ures, there existed no clear criteria to differentiate between theoretical predic-
tions, observational practices and the real expectations of accuracy which were to
be hoped for from the group of operations as a whole. In short, they were facing
problems which overwhelmed the objective of their mission, without sufficient
conceptual instruments, or the necessary scientific equipment. The academic un-
dertaking, then, slowly became an adventure whose scientific, political, social or
biographical implications were to become intermingled, so that none of them
would overshadow the others19. We shall not spend any more time on consider-
18 The manufacture of scientific instruments in those days was the work of craftsmen, where
each constructor had his own methods for the layout of the scale, the fixing of the zero, or achiev-
ing verticality. It was therefore very far from the ideal standard, for example, which would ensure
the comparability of measurements. On this problem, see Daumas �1953); Turner, A. �1987) ; Turn-
er, G. L’E. �1990), and Turner G. L’E. �1976), pp. 173-182.
19 The risky nature of this adventure had already been suspected before Godin proposed the
measurement of one degree of the Meridian near the Earth’s equator, in the last academic session of
1733. La Condamine’s earlier proposals to carry out the work in the Portuguese colonies in Africa
or Brazil had been rejected for fear of unknown dangers; before leaving Paris, Fouchy, Pimodan and
de la Grive, less in need of glory, renounced their participation in a journey whose hardships
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ations of the difficult conditions of life on the plateaus of the Andes, nor of the
continuous sufferings and misunderstandings to which the expedition members
were subjected. The account of their vicissitudes would oblige us to make this
section unnecessarily long20. Let us therefore take it as read and pass on to
some of the scientific aspects of the mission. In this respect, for reasons of
everyone could foresee. When they arrived in Quito in May 1736 financial resources were so
scarce that they had to go into debt, rather than have to pay for their own work. Moreover, they were
still sailing across the South Seas bound for Guayaquil when La Condamine and Bouguer, after bit-
ter arguments with Godin, decided to break away from the expedition and to continue their journey
by another route to Quito. The tension among the members of the expedition, although sometimes
beneath the surface, would never disappear, and nor would the reasons which fuelled the con-
frontation. And if the internal fights were bitter, the struggles with the colonial Administration were
no less so. The Kingdom of Quito was plunged into a deep crisis, which at that moment was wors-
ened by the recrudescence of the old struggle between the two dominant ethnic castes, the
chapetones �new arrivals from Europe) and the Creoles �the long-established European settlers). The
low yield of mercury from Huencavélica had killed off silver mining, and had notably reduced the
internal American demand for manufactured products, thus initiating the process of colonial eco-
nomic regionalisation, much encouraged by the systematic introduction of foreign goods and par-
ticularly serious in the textile sector. Spaniards and Creoles looked on the situation with great con-
cern, and were both aware of the problem and jealous of their respective commitment to the
judicial order. All of this, as we know, affected the life of the academics. While on the one hand
they were able to take advantage of the confusion to obtain ready financial resources, on the other
they were firmly in the sights of the local authorities as scapegoats. Actually, there is no definite
proof about the supposed commercial practices of La Condamine, although it is true that he did face
two legal hearings, to which must be added those provoked by the murder of the expedition’s sur-
geon Senièrgues during the riots against the chapetones which broke out in the city of Cuenca to
cries of «Long live the King, and death to the gabachos �French) and bad government». For more
on this, consult Ramos �1985), and Molina �1992), Guillén �1973); José P. Merino Navarro and
Miguel M. Rodriguez San Vicente, have published a facsimile edition of the Observaciones as-
tronómicas... and the Relación histórica del viaje a la América meridional..., the two works written
by Juan and Ulloa about their scientific work. Also, Lafuente �1983), pp. 549-629.. There is a nov-
el which has paid particular attention to these aspects, F. Trystram, Le procès des étoiles, Paris,
Seghers, 1979.
20 The hardships they had to face were considerable. So much so that their activities were the
object of controversial commentaries from the inhabitants of the country. The following testimony
of Ulloa could not be more eloquent, nor more entertaining: «Now it is reasonable to consider what
diversity of opinions would be formed in those villages by their inhabitants: on the one hand� they
were amazed by our resolution; on the other� surprised by our perseverance; and finally� all was
confusion� even among the most educated; they asked the Indians what sort of life we led in those
places� and were appalled by the report they gave: they saw that they all refused to assist us� al-
though robust in nature� tough and used to hardship; they observed the peace of mind with which
we lived for an indefinite time in those places; and the resignation with which� having completed
our allotted time of work and solitude in one place� we went on to others: and in such wonderment
and novelty� they did not know to what to attribute it. Some thought our resolutions madness; oth-
ers opted for greed� believing that we were looking for precious minerals by means of some par-
ticular method we had invented; others held us to be Magicians� and all were engrossed in endless
confusion� because in no case that their thoughts conceived� could they have found any achievement
worth the fatigue and hardships of this life: a matter which still keeps most of those people in doubt�
unable to persuade themselves of what is the true purpose of our voyage� as ignorant of its signif-
icance»; Juan and Ulloa �1748).
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brevity, we shall spend time only on the problem of barometric levelling and that
of the construction and installation of the great astronomical sector.
As in all the cases studied, the expeditionaries did not arrive completely un-
equipped in Quito. Mariotte’s theory gave a theoretical model from which to
make an accurate reading of the variations of a column of mercury21. However,
their first readings not only presented a considerable diversity of results, but a
worrying dispersion, which put into question the correctness of the model and
the viability of the mathematical law normally employed. And, after much hes-
itation, they concluded that this assertion must arise from one or more of the fol-
lowing three causes: a maladjustment or manufacturing fault in the instrument;
errors in the marking of the tube which, from past experience, appeared to be
more significant when the difference in heights to be compared was not very
great; and, finally, that they were applying a mistaken theory. Surprisingly
enough, the expedition members agreed that what was in error was Mariotte’s
hypothesis, a theory that according to their data was only valid when height dif-
ferences were considerable. This change of course, obviously, implied a reaffir-
mation of their faith in the instruments and in the measuring conventions22, a
novelty which is worth emphasising since no one knew better than the expedi-
tionaries the difficulty of ensuring that the instrument was firstly properly made
and, secondly, properly used.
The results were disappointing. In absolute terms they could fluctuate by as
much as 700 toises, which meant an error of 35� in the average value given to
the height of a location23. And although this appears to be a high figure, it was
21 We have gone into these matters in great detail in the already cited Lafuente & Delgado
(1984). On the adaptation of the barometer as a scientific instrument, see Middleton (1964). J. A.
De Luc’s report Recherches sur les Modifications de l’Atmosphère (Geneva, 1749) contains inter-
esting historical references.
22 Juan and Ulloa explained the abandonment of Mariotte’s theory, because «... at distances
close to the Earth’s surface there is said dilatation [of the air] in another different ratio [than the
geometric] and [the observations] imply that the layers� or strata of equal weight� into which the at-
mosphere which was thought to be divided� dilate in arithmetic progression� each of them corre-
sponding to an equal increase or decrease in the height of mercury in the barometer», See Obser-
vaciones...� p. 126. Bouguer attributed it to the fact that «... the elastic forces of the air do not follow
the inverse ratio of expansion [...] the second law of M. Mariotte which assumes the same elastic-
ity in all parts of the atmosphere is by default inaccurate at the top of the mountains». The text
comes from a letter from Bouguer to Du Fay (Petit Gôave, 25.X.1735), Archives de l’Observatoire
de Paris, ms. C-2-7.
23 This explains Bouguer’s interest in undertaking geodetic levelling, a method which in our
opinion would probably not have obtained more accurate results, as its implementation would re-
quire an additional triangulation crossing the western Andes and the unexplored jungles of the re-
gion of Esmeraldas, the only way to connect the coastal plain geodetically with the interior high-
lands. It also explains Godin’s radical opposition to a new undertaking that would delay the
progress of work without giving much hope of significant benefits: for a variation of 200 toises in
determining the height of a signal would only have an effect of 2 toises of error on the final mea-
surement of the degree, and even that would assume the absence of that great ally of surveyors: that
is, the almost always favourable compensating error.
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high only in relative terms; we know, as they did, that the influence on the final
result would be negligible. And if they already knew the limited effect of errors
on levelling, why did they spend so much time on observations and allow the in-
ternal argument to lead to a severe communication breakdown between the two
groups? The academics had a radical commitment to the practices and resources
of empirical research, as well as a tendency to worry about problems which,
while not to be underestimated, were not significant for the primary objective of
the mission. At that time, however, things were not as clear as we see them to-
day, and it is perfectly plausible that they also considered this to be science: this
coming and going with instruments, logging data and taking extreme care in the
observation of phenomena that should have been considered as negligible. Today
we know that such behaviour can only lead to wasted time and an increased
number of errors. Anyway, the case in question illustrates the ever-complex re-
lationship between a collection of more or less accurate observations and a
conclusive experiment. Careful reading of the manuscripts - especially the letters
they exchanged and their notebooks – enables us to make further progress in our
comments.
Scholars, as well as being scientists involved in a mission, were normal
people full of doubts and eager to convince. One of the most commonly used
ploys was to present themselves as hardworking people, indifferent to discour-
agement and overwhelmed by huge masses of data and calculations: mathemat-
ics and observation, rather than being used to support a thesis, were skilfully pre-
sented in a way that would simulate experimental exuberance and dull the
critical capacity of the reader. The latter would be defenceless before the tumult
of equations, corrections, instrumental precision and complaints about the hos-
tility of the territory and its inhabitants. Many are the testimonies that endorse
this assertion; suffice it here to repeat the bitter reproach that La Condamine sent
to Bouguer in 1746, acknowledging his painful discovery that accuracy was
only a compromise between the means available and the audience, between
theoretical objectives and permitted practice: «I have concluded [La Condamine
wrote] that all calculation cannot be done rigorously, but by approximation [...]
You explain yourself enigmatically, and no doubt intentionally. I am sure that it
is wrong to oblige those in whom calculation produces fever to calculate and re-
calculate, without mercy and without end, without ever retracing their steps
and going back to the cause of the errors of calculation, without making anoth-
er mistake and making checks, which are often a new source of error and make
me waste ten times as much time as if, being less punctilious, I had renounced
these incidental and ancillary investigations»24. This complaint reveals a sort of
«consolation prize»: the via crucis the scientist must follow in his search for
truth undoubtedly confers on him the authority of the ancient prophets and of the
new pioneers.
24 Letter from La Condamine to Bouguer (Deniecourt, 17.X.1746), Archives de l’Observatoire
de Paris, ms. C-2-7, pp. 10-11. See, Lafuente � Mazuecos (1989), pp. 176s.
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After the geodetic phase of the mission began the second stage, the deter-
mination of the extent of the arc by observations of latitude. In late 1739, how-
ever, the malfunctioning of the instruments put them in a desperate situation.
Different observers, in different places, and after a series of observations, found
results whose average error of about 30” was so great that the entire mission
seemed doomed to failure25. They were convinced in this case that it was essen-
tial to rebuild the instrument26. The decision was undoubtedly one of the most
awkward the team ever took. The reason is obvious: even if their experience as
observers was considerable, they now had to face a set of problems that not even
the finest specialized European craftsmen could settle satisfactorily. Not only
were the technical problems to be resolved of extraordinary complexity, but
there would be a very substantial hold-up in their operations.
The idea of a hasty return to Paris was unthinkable. It was thus vital to re-
build the instrument, but their enormous effort was not rewarded by the ex-
pected results. Repeated check observations showed that dispersion varied be-
tween 20 and 30 seconds, an excessive margin of error which required further
verification and more corrections to the instrument. They finally made such
fine adjustments and reconsidered so many little details that the obstinacy with
which new divergences reappeared was attributed to the existence of move-
ment of the stars themselves27. This was a hypothesis which, had it been con-
firmed, would have meant a discovery of great theoretical and practical reper-
25 After the geodetic phase of the mission, the scholars were divided into two groups to de-
termine the latitude of the two ends of the triangulated meridian: Godin, Juan and Ulloa made their
observations in Mira and Cuenca �3º 27’), while Bouguer and La Condamine chose Tarqui and
Cochesqui �3º 7’). Each group performed its work between late 1739 and early 1740. The whole
program of observations seemed to be finished, when Godin, in April 1740, observed serious dif-
ferences in their measurements and decided to start again. From then onwards, amid a host of ques-
tions and new internal disputes, there began the verification observations, which continued until
mid-1742, the date from which they finally proceeded to the determination of the extent of the arc
of the meridian. In short, four years to determine the latitude of two points is an excessive amount
of time that can only be justified by taking into account the enormous number of difficulties that
faced the team. The details are discussed in Lafuente y Delgado �1984), pp. 209s.
26 Indeed, the 12-foot sector had suffered serious damage due to constant and arduous moving
around. Bouguer acknowledged this in a handwritten report: «Now that I have been thinking about
it� I estimate that the eyepiece of the sector we used for the observations of the obliquity of the eclip-
tic diverged from the plane of the instrument by more than 10 or 12 minutes... We were therefore
wrong by about a minute in the distance of ? - Orion at the zenith ... On the other hand� I could not
close my eyes and ignore the divergence of the scale with respect to the plane of the meridian�
which I knew approximately from the observations of the Sun». Cf. P. Bouguer, Remarques his-
toriques et critiques sur les observations faites au Pérou de la distance de l’étoile d’Orion au
zenith, Archives de l’Observatoire de Paris, ms. C-2-7, Fo. 4v.
27 Juan and Ulloa echoed these expectations in their writings �Observaciones...� pp. 271-2): «...
its management was so satisfactory� accurate� firm and� that it made us observe unusual movement
in the Stars ... We advised of this news to MM. Bouguer and La Condamine� who doubted it� seek-
ing to attribute any fault to our instrument; they were satisfied by several observations� which they
repeated with eyepieces fixed on the wall� where the movement of e-Orion was significantly ob-
served».
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cussions and, moreover, with very considerable reverberations in cosmological
and philosophical terms28.
The observations they made, although the results were close to each other,
still showed an irreducible degree of dispersion. Despite the great effort ex-
pended, in 1741 La Condamine was obliged to acknowledge to Bouguer that, at
least in his case, it had all been an illusion caused by the incidence of permanent
personal errors of observation29. The stars were fixed and the dream of glory van-
ished. The conclusion was worrying, because if these were all personal errors,
what guarantee did the expedition members have that they were able to work out
the value of a degree? With this concern, they again began some observations
that finally led them to a value whose average error we can now reckon at
around 0,04�, and which in absolute terms represented an oscillation of ap-
proximately 22 toises. An important figure, which did not bring the issue to a fi-
nal conclusion. There was still uncertainty about the polar flattening of our
planet which required some justification on the part of the expedition members.
It was clear, then, that Newton was right, and it also proved that an unequivocal
numerical conclusion was impossible30.
So the results were inconclusive with regard to the measurements of the
planet. The difference between the axes was too small for the level of precision
that could be achieved through empirical procedures.
However, the word failure was never mentioned. Their contribution to sci-
ence was never questioned, since the expedition to Peru had made the most
ambitious set of systematic observations ever taken up to that time. Reflection on
their mistakes led to much debate, which was crucial in understanding the sig-
nificance of science’s shift from cabinet studies to field observations. Not only
did no one speak of failure, but on the contrary, awareness of the difficulties led
those involved in experimental work to seek more tools, more formulas and more
observations, if it was indeed hoped to transform the Earth into a scientific
subject that could be mobilized through books or maps. La Condamine, always
the most astute of the expedition, seemed to sense it when he wrote that «the real
and the intelligible are equally subject to mathematical demonstration». In its
contact with instrumentation, in the process of the identification of errors, the
28 It seemed that at last they were on the threshold of their journey into the history books; the
design of a systematic monitoring program aimed at finding a stable law of variation was both ex-
citing and necessary to complete the observations. The figures that they initially considered made a
variation of up to a minute plausible; had their suspicions been confirmed, the finding would have
catapulted them to glory.
29 La Condamine acknowledged this in all humility to Bouguer in a letter (Quito, 3.VIII.1741):
«I am tempted to attribute to my own errors the greater part of the errors», Bibliothèque National
(París), Nouvelles acquisitions françaises, ms. 6197, Fo. 17r.
30 La Condamine acknowledged it quite clearly and modestly: «But what is the degree of flat-
tening� and in what ratio do degrees of latitude grow as they come closer to the poles? This is what
we still do not know and what� perhaps� it is impossible to learn; at least without having a much
higher number of degrees measured». Cf., La Condamine, (1746). P. 637.
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Earth had become an object which, as well as gravitating around the sun, was be-
ing tossed between two continents, by many disciplines and for many purposes.
From the position of the atmospheric layers to the density of the strata of mate-
rial, from the influence of the atmosphere on light or the mountains on gravity,
all questions were to be asked and all symptoms to be interpreted. Half a centu-
ry later, scientific instruments such as the barometer would remain effective
for clarifying the new complexity of the territory and its vegetable or natural di-
versity. The question about the measurement of the meridian had converted
Earth into a computable object.
Geodesy was born as a scientific discipline. From that moment on, maps
would become a different thing. Before they were transformed into diplomatic
documents, instruments of political negotiation and monuments to geometrical
reason, it was necessary to discuss standards and agree ranges of accuracy. The
expedition we discussed above was effectively a laboratory for the evaluation of
the practices we now properly identify as geodesics. Maps, the new cartograph-
ic documents, evolved into instruments that broke the ties of territories with the
cultures that sustained them and consequently enabled those territories to reach
the offices of the administration as reliable representations of space. Everyone
seemed excited about this tendency towards abstraction, and no one seemed to
regret the disappearance of the traces of humanity. Geography was emancipated
from history, because no one wanted to know the accounts of story-tellers, but
only the accounts of bookkeepers: the figures that defined positions and made
populations invisible.
3� THE CREATION OF A DRUG
When matters of health come into play, problems become dramatic. The lon-
gitude chronometer promised many improvements in the navigation of the At-
lantic, and this explains its transformation into a strategic objective. Its promot-
ers never tired of singing its praises, but in practice its use was never free of
serious complications. In any case, these were potential errors that could be off-
set in many ways, and the analysis of which demanded impeccable training. In
medicine, experiments are more expensive, and new developments must be
checked with less margin of error. A modern state cannot be built �it cannot func-
tion) without ensuring the suitability of the remedies recommended. Here let us
pause to consider a substance that for some time acted as a kind of panacea, a
real symbol of the beneficial power of American nature: quinine, a febrifuge
which fulfilled the longing for a botanical El Dorado. But to attribute properties
to a substance is a task involving aspects of medicine, botany, chemistry, law-
and even police, if you want to keep the quacks, charlatans, healers and tricksters
out of the picture.
And in fact the promotion of a pharmaceutical involved the mobilization �or
creation) of very considerable state resources. Nowadays we recognize the active
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principle of a medicine by its chemical composition. This process of de-natu-
ralisation of knowledge, which divorces plants radically from their industrial or
medical properties, seems to us quite normal. There was always a culture of ther-
apeutic remedies, but during the eighteenth century great efforts were made to
raise the status of practices whose efficacy nobody could guarantee, of sub-
stances whose makeup was concealed, not to mention production and distribu-
tion methods which nobody controlled. And, as we have said, from the eigh-
teenth century onwards governing implied the production of instruments capable
of pulling together the unconnected experiences of the plant collector, the phar-
macist and the physician. Here, then, we are referring to the emergence of a new
object, the pharmaceutical, which refined the vegetable world in an operation
which consisted of dispensing with life to experiment with material.
Quinine began to circulate as a powerful febrifuge from 1639 onwards.
However, it was not accepted internationally straight away, since French doctors
only began to prescribe it in 1655, while the English did not include it in their
Pharmacopoeia londinensis until 1677. By about 1711 agreement on its effec-
tiveness appears to have been general, although the frequency of adulteration
raised all sorts of different suspicions31. We know that in Europe it was dis-
tributed as a powder or as pieces of bark, which might contain mixtures of dif-
ferent species and which, of course, gave rise to considerable uncertainty given
the possibility that its properties might have different degrees, and that different
species might act in particular ways. Since this was the case, doctors did not
know what they were prescribing, and nobody was in a position to establish
strong links (that is, causality) between each variety of the plant and the active
principle. Medical experience was not enough, since it was based on the ad-
ministration of a product which arrived ready-packaged. It was therefore nec-
essary to shift the location of the problem and to approach it as botanists,
which meant discovering links between the structure of the plant and its curative
properties.
This was not going to be easy, principally because since the end of the sev-
enteenth century European culture had been living in a state of anxiety due to an
excess of information which seemed impossible to cope with32.
In botany, for example, the number of known species increased fourfold be-
tween 1550 and 1700, which made the problems of communication a hundred
times worse, due to the amalgam between classical and modern names which
was then current (Stroup, 1990, pp. 70-71). The creation of nomenclatures to
unify this vegetable tower of Babel was essential and, of course, the most urgent
thing was to purge the language of any trace of tradition: to set free knowledge
31 See Jaramillo (1949) (offprint from the Revista de la Real Academia de Ciencias de
Madrid); Guerra (1977), pp. 7-26; Lafuente � Estrella (1986); Puig-Samper, (1991), pp 219-240;
Estrella (1987), pp. 27-52.
32 An anxiety which affected all areas of knowledge, and spurred on the creation of notebooks
of selected readings, encyclopaedias and dictionaries, as shown by Richard Yeo (2001).
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from any sense of local roots. In this point Linnaeus’s role was crucial33. It is not
just that he imposed an efficient nomenclature and a less overwhelming taxon-
omy, drastically reducing the 698 genera recognized by Tournefort. His insis-
tence on creating guidelines for memorisation was bound up with the production
of pupils who would guarantee more standardised procedures than those com-
mon among plant collectors. These «apostles», the term by which Linnaeus
knew them, knew that their work was fieldwork and always involved the de-
scription and drawing in situ of the object under study �Koerner, 1995, pp. 145-
162, 150-155). Botanical drawings thus acted as a tool to resolve the problem of
identity. But their production was very expensive, especially when it was a
matter of exotic plants, the knowledge of which had to cross oceans: that is,
when they needed to be known at a distance, whether it was in Uppsala or
Madrid that the relationship between names, properties and plants was to be cal-
culated.
We shall not go into the alleged usefulness of this enormous undertaking of
classification in which all empires became involved. Here we are interested in
considering the method, which as we know consisted of encouraging the ability
of the expedition members to detect the distinctive features on which the classi-
33 The introduction of the Linnaean system into Spain, although it had been superficially
known for some years, came about in 1751 with the arrival in Madrid of one of Linnaeus’s
favourite disciples, Pehr Löfling, with a mission to study the flora and fauna of Iberia; although
there has also been mention of another possible point of entry through the College of Surgeons of
Cadiz, directed by Virgili. Cf. González �1990), pp. 381-95; Ryden �1957); Puig-Samper, Mal-
donado Lucena �1987), pp. 69-83; F. Pelayo �ed.) �1990). The institution which played the most de-
cisive role for the development of Spanish botany and the introduction of the Linnaean system was
the Royal Botanical Garden of Madrid. Although when the teaching of botany began in 1757, no
texts were actually printed in the Botanical Garden of Madrid - then known as the Garden of Migas
Calientes- the commentaries of Quer in his Flora Española �1762) give some idea of the method
used. In this work, in which he insists on utilitarianism and practical observation, Quer claims that
he is setting out the principles that he himself had studied following the system of Tournefort,
«which is the easiest, clearest and most comprehensible of all». Puig-Samper �1987), pp. 59-78. An
important step forward for the knowledge of Linnaean botany in Spain was taken by Miguel Bar-
nades, who was appointed professor on the death of Quer in 1764, when he introduced the system
of the Swedish academic, together with other more modern ones, in his book Principios de Botáni­
ca �1767). Barnades acknowledged Linnaeus as the reformer of botanical nomenclature and as the
Maestro par excellence of Plant science, and therefore recommended his Philosophia Botanica for
the theoretical study of the subject and the Genera plantarum for practical knowledge. In addition
to the strictly Linnaean system, Barnades introduced in his work comments on the work of Georg
Christian Oeder, Professor of botany in the Royal Garden in Copenhagen, Elementa botanicae
�Copenhagen, 1764-66), as well as on Michel Adanson, who according to Barnades continued the
Fragments of a natural method of Linnaeus, and was a great reformer of the discipline through his
Familles des plantes �Paris, 1763-64), in which he tried to distance himself from the artificial meth-
ods of classification. In spite of the introduction of Linnaeus’s system in the work of Barnades, the
final generalisation of the Linnaean system in Spain did not take place until a few years later. The
death of Minuart, in 1768, and of Miguel Barnades, in 1771, left the positions Of Professor in the
Royal Botanical Garden vacant until they were occupied by Casimiro Gómez Ortega �1772) and
Antonio Palau Verdera �1773), both members of the Royal Academy of Medicine of Madrid.
Colmeiro �1875).
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fication system was based, and to train them in the production of a type of
highly codified drawing.
Very little was left to improvisation, for the draughtsman had to adapt him-
self to a plan which, for example, obliged him to show the upper and lower faces
of leaves, and their arrangement on the stalk. As to flowers, a decisive factor in
the Linnaean system, cross-sections had to be shown and, in the case of seeds,
different stages of maturity. And this is how the botanists resolved the problem
of communication, for the nexus between the Latin name and the technical im-
age was the expression of a consensus which enabled them to uproot the plant
from its native soil and move it to all corners of the earth34.
The scale of the problems grew if what was required was to transform a veg-
etable species into a medicine. The case of quinine is particularly interesting35.
Not all quinine was equally effective as an antipyretic, and so somebody had to
say something which would help to discriminate between the good �that is, the
medicine) and the useless �that is, the placebo or fake). Many thought that its ef-
ficiency depended on the care with which the bark-cutters handled the goods36.
But the botanists dispelled this and other unfounded beliefs. Anyone convinced
of the one-to-one correspondence between species and properties would con-
tinually produce arguments against practical people, and however much they
might swear that their knowledge was based on experience, they would only be-
lieve those who talked of experiments, showed drawings and labelled in Latin.
This was the policy applied by the botanists Hipólito Ruiz and José Pavón
�members of the expedition to Peru) in their arguments about the quinine of San-
34 As to the works of Linnaean botany produced by the scientific expeditions to America and
which were published, since the majority were not, we may single out those of Hipólito Ruiz and
José Pavón, Florae Peruvianae� et Chilensis Prodomus;..�Madrid, Sancha, 1794), the Systema
vegetabilium... �Madrid, G. Sancha, 1798) and Flora Peruviana� et chilensis� sive descriptiones et
icones plantarum... �Madrid, G. Sancha, 1798-1802), where a great number of new botanical
species were described for science.
35 In the seventeenth century quinine became an infallible remedy against the dreaded fevers,
and thus the object of an important business for the Spanish crown. It is no wonder that many trea-
tises were published, both from the botanical point of view and from the medical, which sought to
discover new species and the characteristics and properties of those already known; or which in-
troduced improvements in its dosage and possibilities. Two important defences for this product as
early as the eighteenth century were the books of José Alsinet de Cortada, Nuevas utilidades de la
Quina �Madrid: Antonio Muñoz del Valle, 1763), and that of José de Masdevall on the epidemic of
Catalonia, in which he defends its almost exclusive use against tertian fevers. From a botanical point
of view, we should mention the work of Hipólito Ruiz López �1752-1816) Quinología� o Tratado
del Arbol de la Quina o Cascarilla �Madrid: Vda. e Hijo de Marín, 1792), to which we shall refer
later. This work, in which he studies seven species of cinchona, met with great success, being much
translated; and with it began a heated controversy with the school of José Celestino Mutis y Bosio
�1731-1808), who held a different opinion on species and the value of their discovery. Mutis’
point of view was published after his death in El arcano de la quina �Madrid: Ibarra, 1828). See,
among the numerous publications relating to this subject, San Pío �1992); Frías �1992); Restrepo
�1993), pp. 17-327.
36 Ruiz �1994) [facsimile edition of Madrid: Vda. e hijo de Marín, 1792], p. 18.
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ta Fe. For Ruiz and Pavón the only data to be considered as botanical were those
obtained by means of the strict application of a methodology which would
leave nothing to the improvisation of the draughtsman, and even less to the
memory of the plant collector. Laboratory work was just as suspect as that car-
ried out by collectors, for only the double condition of witness and expert could
guarantee the correct channelling of local therapeutic practices into the realms of
pharmacology37. Thus the function of the botanist was to translate forms into
words, but also to translate local knowledge into technical language.
This is no small matter, especially if behind the project there was a metrop-
olis seeking to administer the flora as part of its new wealth38. Establishing un-
ambiguous terminology meant names could be correlated with properties; in oth-
er words, botany could be organized as a controlling body of floral resources,
converting pharmacology into an interface directed towards therapeutic remedies.
The problem facing us, just as it faced the botanists who were sent to the
colonies, is how to establish a stable and recognizable link between the bark of
some specific species of quinine and its condition as an antipyretic. Not all
were equally effective and, of course, it was impossible to administer an empire
if its qualities sometimes depended on taste, other times on feel, other times on
colour etc. For this reason it was necessary to make use of chemical proce-
dures, and to try to see in the composition of the residues left after boiling, dis-
tillation and/or combination with other substances some distinctive sign which
would do away with ambiguity once and for all39. Chemical experiments, still at
an early stage, were not decisive because they suffered similar problems of
standardisation of names and instruments. Finally it was necessary to produce
procedures for identifying the bark, to assist in the growing demand for quinine
and its market. So they chose to combine the description of the husk of each
species with that of the plant, trying to avoid the use of certain characteristics
which had until then been frequent �such as the interior colour of the bark or its
taste), or those very general features which might be shared with many other
plants40. Thus Hipólito Ruiz’Quinología was always seen as a treatise on Amer-
ican botany, but it can also be read as a manual of colonial policy �or police),
teaching how to differentiate twelve different signs in the bark �surface, exterior
37 Ruiz, op. cit., prologue, unnumbered.
38 During this period the Europeans found some of the most important medicinal plants for the
development of their pharmacopoeia, such as Cascarilla or Quinaquina �South America, 1670),
Simaruba �Cayenne, 1713), Quassia �Guayana, 1714), Angostura �Venezuela, 1759), and Ratania
�Peru, 1779). Also important was the discovery of Ipecacuana, which would be used against
dysentery, and the advances in the medicinal and economic properties of Cinchona.
39 See the analyses that Ruiz requested from the chemist Pedro Gutiérrez Bueno, then Pro-
fessor of Chemistry in the Royal Laboratory of the Botanical Garden, in Ruiz, op. cit., pp. 96-96.
40 See the systematic rejection of the features attributed by Zea to the bark of the orange cin-
chona, who considered them to be ambiguous, in Hipólito Ruiz and José Pavón, Suplemento a la
Quinología� [s.l.]: Fundación de Ciencias de la Salud, 1994 [ Facsimile edition, Madrid: Vda. e Hijo
de Marín, 1801], pp. 48-51.
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colour, interior colour, degree of curvature, thickness, fleshiness, weight, con-
sistency, brittleness, resin, smell and taste) in order to avoid fraud.
Sometimes botany failed to resolve all the doubts about the virtues of the
species, and it was necessary to turn to the physicians in order to ensure the
transplantation of a plant and, in consequence, to turn a potion into a medicine.
Let us look at the example of what happened in 1782 when Sebastián López
Ruiz sent the first cinchonas from New Granada to the court in Madrid. In
1784 The Royal Apothecary Laboratory, the body responsible for controlling the
market of spices and medicinal remedies, commissioned a study from 22 spe-
cialists. Four years later, at the request of Mutis, second tests were carried out in
order to confirm the systematic adulteration of consignments, a practice which,
as well as exhausting the forests of Loja by devastating the antipyretic species
and those which had no such value whatsoever, could only be corrected by in-
stalling the control of quinine in Santa Fe41.
Passing rapidly over the political and tax problem, we may mention that the
reports were just as contradictory as the interests which motivated their produc-
tion, so that botanists of two different regions were unable to agree and to settle
this colonial conflict. Obviously, however, it was not our intention to talk about
botany, but about quinine and the procedures adopted to stabilise its traffic
through pharmacological networks, or in other words scientific and metropolitan
networks. Because what happened is that the Empire now knew how to manage
this new type of wealth and conflict: by calling on the laws of botany and of the
market, of academics and of tax collectors. And, as a last resort, if the conflict
between the physicians and botanists persisted, or if perhaps it was scientists in
Bogota who broke the consensus with those from Quito, then the Royal Apothe-
cary Laboratory would have to reassert its authority by the use of transparency,
by publishing the results obtained by the new experiments.
The difficulty of creating a pharmacological standard in no way detracts
from the increased technical profile of the discussions on quinine. And it is by no
means insignificant that the Royal Apothecary, the exclusive pharmacy that
supplied the court of Madrid, was forced to reinvent itself in the late eighteenth
century as a laboratory and tribunal rather than as a repository and registry. Of
course, all four of these functions are connected with the problem of authenti-
cation, but what we want to highlight here is the difference in emphasis between
proving with facts and proving with documents: a contrast that marks a before
and an after. The growing importance of botanists and chemists is an innovation
that strengthens the role of experts and their conventions in the management of
public affairs.. It is also remarkable that the Royal Apothecary, unable to produce
all the facts to enable it to provide a solution to the conflict, threatened the
polemicists with transparency of information in order to ensure, firstly, its role as
41 On the controversies about the cinchonas of Santa Fé, see Puig-Samper �1991), pp. 219-239.
Among the most recent texts we may recommend the articles by Matthew James Crawford: Craw-
ford �2007). Also Bleichmar �2007), pp. 225-252.
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mediator and/or regulator, and secondly the benefit which would arise from the
public comparison of views between experts.
Developing a drug was a task that set in motion broad sectors of the colonial
administration on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as an unprecedented con-
stellation of scholars, judges and politicians. Finally, fixing the old problem in-
herited from quinine involved bringing together in a totally new way a myriad of
small activities in very diverse areas, including the harvesting of the bark by An-
dean farmers, its handling and shipment by traders, its packaging and labelling
by pharmacists, its study and classification by botanists, its analysis and quan-
tification by chemists, and its legal regulation and taxation by administrators..
Together with this mixed bag of participants, it was also necessary to coordinate
the different languages and traditions on which institutions as diverse as apothe-
caries, consulates, laboratories, courts, estates and hospitals based their author-
ity. In short, what we are trying to say may be expressed in a few words: in prac-
tice, ensuring that something was a drug involved changing the world it sought to
heal; initiating a way of doing things according to other values, other criteria and
other standards, by way of new players and different institutions. No wonder,
then, that their first attempts failed, and in practice the consolidation of new de-
vices for computing and standardization would take Modern man over a century
of struggle, against tough enemies, who they would depict as superstition, ig-
norance and intrusion: three attitudes that would be criminalized as anti-modern,
antisocial, and uneconomic..
But there is no better example of this than the Catastro, or census and sta-
tistical investigation, of Ensenada42 to show the importance of the new links
which were emerging between moral economy, procedural transparency, and
new technology.
4� THE ALGEBRA OF FAIRNESS
Strange though it may seem, until the eighteenth century there was little sup-
port for the idea that the country could have dimensions; or that no image of it
could be accurate if it did not include a census of everybody who lived in it, in-
cluding criminals and paupers43. To include them all was to count heads, no
42 In general, the information provided is based on the excellent work by Carmen Camarero
Bullón �2002) «Vasallos y pueblos castellanos ante una averiguación más allá de lo fiscal: el Cat-
astro de Ensenada, 1749-1756», pp. 113-387.
43 We should not forget the project of Pedro de Esquivel to create an Atlas of Spain, nor the
questioning devised by Páez de Castro in 1559, nor the Royal Questionnaire of the Indies of 1573
and later topographical lists. As Abellán pointed out, the Questionnaire of 1573 contained the char-
acteristics �official status, inscription of names, scope, responsibility, regularity, date and method)
of what would later become modern statistics. However, it is worth pointing out that the information
demanded was of a qualitative nature rather than quantitative, and that its main interest centres not
only on geographical aspects but also on customs and history. Raquel Álvarez has indicated that the
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more, no less: a really strange concept, since cardinal numbers, unlike ordinals,
do not link things with time and have no notion of origins. However, in order to
mobilise wealth, the first thing to do is to be able to name it and then to count it.
One simple example is enough to understand the importance of what was at
stake, for many injustices were based on a system of taxation which was very
sensitive to inherited privilege and blind to the most scandalous inequalities.
For the reform of the system, Ensenada had inherited two methods: millage
(based on the declarations of the local authorities) and the catastro (based on de-
clarations taken from the heads of households). The minister, in spite of the un-
deniably greater cost, opted for the second procedure. The Executive Order
which was prepared described all the procedures for collecting, computing or
recording data, and the different tables of relationships that could be built up
from the data. The ultimate aim was to measure the wealth of the kingdom, an
undertaking which at that time involved countable things; in other words, what
should be counted and who should do the counting. Suddenly the kingdom was
to become a mathematical object, like the dimensions of a ship, the shape of the
planet or the ambient temperature.
The Order clearly set out times and activities: first a proclamation had to be
issued announcing the start of the operation, giving a deadline for the heads of
households to prepare their answers; then, after collecting the document, a tri-
bunal was set up formed by the provincial governor (or his deputy), a notary, a
clerk and a couple of scribes44. This part of the process concluded with the col-
lection of the answers to the forty questions to which the 15,000 registered
towns and villages had replied. Then began the hardest part, because it was
necessary to check all the information collected, which meant that every item of
land, goods, houses, individuals and claims of property had to be confirmed.
What is amazing is the level of detail required: inventory in hand, they went
round the territory, marking boundaries and taking notes of discrepancies. They
also included omissions, a factor which led to the appearance of spaces which
were not recorded in any document, and unexpected wealth45. At the end of the
process there were two books: that of the locality, and the libro de raíz (source
book), also known as the libro de lo real (real property register). And both
reduction of the initial questionnaire of 200 questions to a more functional one of only 50 (1577)
meant, on the one hand, a distancing from the initial humanistic approach which would have
characterized the first questionnaires and, on the other, the shift of the questionnaires towards the
quest for «extensive basic knowledge, and not in-depth knowledge of a particular aspect of reality»
(Alvarez, 1993, p. 187ss, 228).
44 At first the decree stated that an adviser, a geometer, a land surveyor, and a constable
should also be present.
45 In the case of Gavia, after examination of 425 cases, the coincidence between lists and in-
spections was 25� (Camarero, 2002, p. 163). These results, as in the case of Jaén, where the count
revealed 165.975 vines, 6.333 fig-trees, 27.133 fruit trees, 860 walnuts, 3.622 mulberries, 9.578
olive trees, 3.363 new olive trees «not yet in production», 135.769 holm oaks, 30.890 oaks,
138.633 pines and 15 yews, give an idea of the thoroughness of the process.
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documents were read out in their entirety in public, in case it was necessary to
introduce any further rectifications, before going on to the preparation of the four
different models of report �land, livestock, professional income and other
goods46). Everyone will have his or her preferences as to the most important fea-
tures of this undertaking. On this point we follow Bartolomé de Valencia, the
brains behind the project, who wanted us to see it as a monstrous machine: in
about 1752 he said «We need documentary proof to resist so much contradiction,
hesitation and even mistrust, and not least by making it clear how this Monster is
advancing in many provinces, in order to show the miraculous triumph over the
impossible»47.
There was a trial period for the tax collection procedure �for the data that
needed to be gathered before payment), as shown by the 22 pilot operations pre-
ceding the general mobilization, and which first introduced the principal inno-
vations Among these was the need to introduce alphabetical listing of files, the
obligatory public certification of reports, or the advisability of including the age
of the censees or plans of their dwellings. It also confirmed the importance of
writing total numbers out in long hand, or of demanding that local governors re-
spect the procedure, without improvising information which was not called for,
nor claiming false levels of accuracy48. But bureaucracy breeds bureaucracy, and
there is no better proof of this than the 40,000 books of the real property register,
including the original and the certified copy which was checked line by line, as
well as the 1,849 volumes making up the 15,000 general replies and the 135,000
local reports. We are talking here about some forty million pages, produced be-
tween 1756-1759 and of about one hundred million arithmetical calculations49.
There was a shortage of paper, for it was necessary to feed the voracious bu-
reaucratic hunger of the scores of local governors, delegates, sub delegates or
magistrates, since a great deal of support material �practical examples and mod-
els to follow) had to be prepared in order to train participants and standardise
procedures.
And of course systems of control had to be put in place to guarantee the
smooth performance of the work �Camarero, 2002, p. 234). It was all very new,
but the appearance of accountancy offices is worthy of comment. In fact, the vol-
ume of work generated by the registry staff which had to be checked by spe-
cialist accountants was enormous. And it would have been very dangerous to
wait until the end of the job to begin this audit. So, the checkers finally became
the auditors of the registry process, which granted arithmetic a status hitherto un-
known. There is little new that we can say about this fledgling body of mathe-
46 Also, for the laity, there was an additional fifth minor category showing taxes to be paid.
47 Quoted in Camarero �2002), p. 385.
48 See the case of Tagarabuena �Toro), in whose province the catastro cost 1,448,983.18
reales. Camarero �2002), pp. 177-178.
49 Camarero �2002), p. 371. In Burgos alone the number of pages copied in «source» books
was 3.598.736.
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maticians50. Those who are more interested in political, military or economic his-
tory may indeed be grateful to us for reminding them that the study of the cata­
stro of Ensenada is tantamount to observing the birth of the tools with which the
state operates through its governors, armies or businesses. The literature on the
subject is always quick to jump to conclusions and to say that without taxation or
the Treasury there is no state. But that is not the question since, as Camarero
Bullón has explained, the Public Treasury did not need such a reliable or ex-
haustive database in order to continue to function51.
Ensenada knew that the value of all this effort did not lie just in the notion of
distributive justice, but in the way in which it had been done and in the consen-
sus that it had engendered52: as the minister said in his report to the King in April
1756: «The idea was not new, but perhaps Your Majesty will be the only sover-
eign to establish it with such formality and knowledge of your dominions, and
with the justice of having occupied very many honourable servants in years of
distress»53. In fact, the suspicion that the world could be a better place was
hardly new. Another question is that of converting justice into a matter of num-
bers for, as Ensenada repeated, «the Council is not unaware of the laments of all
those subjects whose authority, skill or power allows them to live without pay-
ing, or paying less than they should, [...] but since this is the sickness which
50 The flood of numerical data that authors such as Hacking attributed to the nineteenth century
was anticipated in the Spanish case in the middle of the eighteenth. Contrary to what happened in
the case of Prussia, which is analysed by this author, it is noteworthy that the statistics of the cata­
stro, if they were not published, were at least public. There is no evidence, however, that the private
production of statistics had any importance in our country. In any case, the work of Hacking is in-
dispensable in order to understand the links between a social concept of language, the emergence of
biopolitics and their dependence on disciplines as different as astronomy, engineering, statistics and
medicine, the constructors of hazard, risk and normality. See Hacking (1990); also Brian (1994).
51 The accuracy of the catastro was so remarkable that two years later the engineers planning
the irrigation channel of the Jarama were amazed by the precision of the measurements of the reg-
istry. It seems that the surface area represented on the map of the irrigation scheme was 78,176 fane­
gas, while the surface area shown in the investigations of the catastro was of 71,806 fanegas (9�
less); and the difference arose because the catastro did not count two paths for the passage of mi-
grating livestock (since their ownership was unknown), nor the land occupied by the centres of pop-
ulation (Camarero, 2002, pp. 382-3).
52 His proposal coincides with, and exceeds, that of the work which flourished at the end of the
century during the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm II in the hands of some amateurs who, at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century, were able to get the king to approve the foundation of an «office to
collect and unify statistical tables coming from different departments and offices». Its purpose
would be «the most complete possible collection of material relative to the Prussian State, for the
power of the State is based in part on its territory and in part on its people...; one provides the raw
material and the other, through capital and labour, transforms it... hence the compilation of data nat-
urally corresponds to two separate main areas, one geographical and the other anthropological... the
information-gathering task of these two agents, great though it may be, can only be used with dif-
ficulty unless we appoint a third agent [...] provided with the necessary ability and instruments to
deal with political arithmetic in the most general sense of the word. This man will transform the ma-
terial from the first two agents in such a way that it may be used immediately by the supreme ad-
ministrators of the country» (quoted in Hacking, 1990, 57-59).
53 Quoted in Camarero (2002), p. 370.
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weakens and destroys the common good and the State, and which Your Majesty
must correct wisely, justly and precisely, it is imperative that they be made
aware of it and submit to reason» �Camarero, 2002). And the matter was clear:
not only should wealth and justice be translated into figures which could be bal-
anced, but the procedure must be public and published. The happiness of the
public was in the hands of mathematicians; and all these protocols we have
mentioned, as well as the procedures for gathering and checking information, in-
cluding the glorification of the head of the household, the public reading of the
information and the preparation of tables and summaries, launched new forms of
sociability and different forms of management.
And here we reach the point we were aiming at: for the accountants and their
operations of computation �accounts) and tabulation �charts) convert the king-
dom into a mathematical object �different from that handled by geographers, as-
tronomers and naturalists) which, among many other things, satisfied the con-
dition of being a mobile, recognized, experimental, and stable object that could
be run through offices, and which the new civil service would have to refine and
turn into a common heritage.
5. NEW VALUES� NEW HERITAGE
Our aim has been to show the role of technology in the creation of new ob-
jects, which replace nature or the environment and which share various charac-
teristics. One of these is mobility, for these objects acquire their greatest effi-
ciency when they can be conveniently packaged, whether in the form of a map or
chart, or within an algorithm or product. Mobility is impossible without uproot-
ing, which means that it is necessary to smooth away from any knowledge all
traces of local loyalty; and, as we have seen, these circumstances can only be
achieved by applying tools or technologies which translate what is random into
measurable parameters. Thus an observation would be no more than a translation
from the ordinary language with which we name things, to the specialized idiom
with which we extract it from nature and install it in reality. We have no wish to
dwell any longer on an idea which by now should be clear.
And now, a further paragraph on the question of new values and new heritage.
To produce reality is an emphatic expression of modernity, and to maintain it is a
titanic undertaking forcing us to link technology and values. Here we have pre-
sented various processes, for we have seen how the design of a pharmaceutical sets
in motion questions affecting what we see as proof, and which involve its means of
production. We said right at the beginning that a discussion on the common good
or distributive justice may end as a debate among astronomers, botanists or math-
ematicians. And this is fascinating, because what is at stake is not the image of the
world, but our ability to measure, scale and manage it; in other words, to mobilize
it in all possible ways and without pause: sometimes in an equation, sometimes on
a plan. The point is that it can be contained in a list, in a test tube, or in a garden.
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Values, ultimately, also become something to be traded, for when a micro-
scope, an almanac or a jar of quinine is moved, it leaves behind traditional cul-
tures and the means of producing and reproducing authority. Instruments, then,
not only produce evidence, but also principles and heritage. It is therefore not
surprising that, beside the cabinets of minerals, machines and maps, there should
also be an abundance of archives, dictionaries and encyclopaedias which form,
rather than a record of the world, a handbook of instructions to understand it and
subsequently modify it.
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RESUMEN
El artículo explora la forma en que la ciencia se convirtió en una herramienta
para la racionalización de la monarquía, es decir, del gobierno de la gente y de
sus territorios. Analizaremos cómo la tierra fue transformada en un artefacto ge-
odésico medible, cómo fue tratada una planta para ser considerada un medica-
mente confiable, y cómo la noción de frontera entre países se desplegó en un sis-
tema algebraico de contabilidad. Nadie como los científicos había soñado tanto
con disciplinas, instrumentos y fórmulas. Y tampoco nadie había mostrado una
pasión tan incontenible por traducir todos los problemas a síntomas, signos y
números. Y así fue como el estado se convirtió en una cuestión científica y la
ciencia en un problema de estado.
P�L�BR�S CL�VE
Objetos científicos, Ilustración, valores científicos, instrumentos científicos
�BSTR�CT
This paper explores how science became a toolbox for the rationalisation of
the monarchy: that is, of the government of the people and of its territories. We
will analize how the Earth was transformed in a mensurable, geodesic artefact;
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how a plant was managed in order to be considered a reliable medicament; and
how the notion of patriotic bound was deployed into an algebraic system for ac-
countancy. Nobody like the scientists had dreamt so much of disciplines� in-
struments and formulas. Nor had anybody shown such an overwhelming passion
for translating all problems into symptoms� signs and numbers. And so it was
that the state became a scientific question� and science became a matter of state.
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